On the vowel continuum, basic sensitivity increased gradually across the range, whereas, for both consonant continua, sensitivity peaked between phonetic categories. All speech continua were found to have small ranges (measured in jnd's); context memory was good, and better for consonants than for vowels. The stimuli that could be labeled most reliably were near the category boundaries on the vowel continuum, but near good phonetic exemplars for consonants. Introduction of a standard in identification primarily altered response bias, not sensitivity.
The primary performance statistic is the d "of SDT, the normalized distance between distribution means, which measures sensitivity. A second useful statistic is criterion location, which is often termed response bias. The necessary data to apply the theory form confusion matrices. Subjects must perform less than perfectly; this requirement does not constrain the possible tasks greatly, but does lead us to avoid identification designs with small response sets. According to the theory (and the data of Braida and Durlach, 1972 ) , resolution is independent of whether the number of responses is greater than, equal to, or less than the number of stimuli.
For a given experimental paradigm, the theory specifies the sources of variance that limit performance, and the method of their combination. All tasks are encumbered with sensory variance, the common irreducible variability that arises from such processes as neural transduction. In addition, one or both of two types of memory constraints may apply. Context variance limits the observer's ability to label stimuli, and increases with stimulus range. Trace variance limits the ability to compare two stimuli presented at different times, and increases with interstimulus interval (ISI). When context variance is small, so that context coding is the best strategy, the listener is said to be in the context mode; when trace coding is more efficient, the listener is said to be in the trace mode.
A possible mechanism by which context variance depends on range has been recently described by Braida et al. (1984) . Listeners compared sensations with perceptual anchors; on the intensity continuum, these are located at the extremes of the stimulus range. Comparisons are made using a "noisy ruler" (with a fixed number of measurement intervals) to estimate the distance between a stimulus event and an anchor; the greater this distance, the less accurately the stimulus is perceived. This postulate accounts for the observed decline in performance with increasing range, and also for local maxima in sensitivity near the extremes.
The variance parameters of the model can be estimated by comparing data from different discrimination and identification conditions. In the next section, we describe these tasks, and the predictions of the model, in detail; the tasks resemble paradigms used previously to study speech sound resolution, but differ in important ways from the methods most often employed in such work. After delineating our strategy for applying the model, we compare it with alternatives. In experiments I and II, we report data on vowels and consonant continua, respectively, to which the model can be applied.
B. Predictions for specific tasks
In these experiments, we used four tasks: fixed and roving discrimination, and identification with and without a standard. We describe these tasks in order of their complexity, as viewed through the model.
Fixed discrimination
In fixed discrimination, only two different stimuli, A and B, are presented during a block of trials. A single trial may contain one or more stimuli, depending on the discrimination paradigm used. In the present study, we used two interval forced choice (2IFC) 
We use measures of relative context variance in two ways, globally and locally. To answer the global question, how large is overall context variance, relative to sensory variance, Eq. (3) can be applied to total d ', the sum of d' values across the range. Locally, sensitivity is greatest near perceptual anchors, which can therefore be located using Eq. (3). An anchor is thus operationally defined as a position on an internal continuum corresponding to a stimulus that is relatively easy to label consistently, compared to basic sensitivity in that region. In intensity perception, anchors lie at the edges of the stimulus range, but this need not be true on other continua.
Identification with a standard
In this task, the identification paradigm is modified by preceding each sound to be judged by a constant standard sound. In detection-theory terms, standards provide a context that could influence either sensitivity or response bias. A model for sensitivity changes developed by Khazatsky (1985) Analysis of the data in detection-theory terms is the same as in no-standard identification. The theory makes no specific predictions about the effects of context on response bias, but does permit straightforward separation of sensitivity and bias.
Roving discrimination
In roving discrimination, the two stimuli to be discriminated vary from trial to trial within a block. If there are ten stimuli, the first trial may use stimuli 3 and 2, the second stimuli 7 and 8, etc. We used the same paradigms in roving discrimination as in fixed discrimination: 2IFC and samedifferent.
Either the context or the trace mode can be used in rov-ing discrimination. In the trace mode, the listener in 2IFC compares the second stimulus with the "trace" of the first, finds (for example) that the second is greater, and responds "2." In the context mode, the listener covertly labels the first sound as stimulus 4, the second as stimulus 5, and responds "2." The model assumes that the two processes are combined in an optimal fashion, in which case (Durlach and 
C. Applying the model
The theory motivates the following approach to studying vowel and consonant continua. First, we estimate basic sensitivity in a fixed discrimination task, across the continuum. The pattern of sensitivity reveals whether the continuum contains a "natural boundary," that is, a region of high basic sensitivity. Second, we estimate the relative context variance globally by comparing total sensitivity in identification and in fixed discrimination. This statistic measures the ability of listeners to label stimuli on the continuum. Third, we examine relative context variance locally to determine the continuum locations (anchors) that are particularly easy to context code. Finally, we ask whether the effects of context in identification with a standard are due to response bias, sensitivity, or both.
The theory makes two specific, qualitative predictions. First, there should be an ordering of performance across conditions, with fixed discrimination best, followed by roving discrimination, then identification. This prediction follows directly from the equations in this section. The ordering need not be strict--fixed and roving discrimination can be equal if either memory variance is very small, and roving discrimination can be as good as identification if trace variance is much larger than context variance--but it cannot be worse. Second, the theory predicts a range effect in identification: Sensitivity should be better for smaller ranges. These predictions [ and more detailed ones based on Eqs. ( 1 )-(4) ] have been supported in experiments on the auditory intensity continuum (see, for example, Durlach, 1972, and Durlach, 1973) .
D. Comparison with other models
Our model provides a framework for relating performance in different psychophysical tasks, and for asking questions about sensory and memory effects on perceptual continua. Its role is therefore similar to that often played, in interpreting data of this sort, by the quantitative statement of categorical perception offered by Liberman et al. (1957) , the "Haskins model." (For a summary of the Haskins model, see Macmillan, 1987 . ) Like our detection-theoretic account, the Haskins model prescribes a relation between identification and discrimination along a perceptual continuum. One difference between the models is the explicit role of memory in our approach, but a modified version of the Haskins model, the dual-process model (Fujisaki and Kawashima, 1970; Pisoni, 1975 ) does incorporate a memory process. (To complete the symmetry, a memoryless SDT model was proposed earlier by Macmillan et al., 1977 . The importance of describing memory explicitly in these models seems now to be generally accepted; see Schouten, 1987) . In view of these similarities between our approach and the Haskins model, a shift away from the familiar requires justification.
In spite of the similarities, the models do make predictions that differ in detail. In general, these comparisons favor the detection-theory approach (Macmillan, 1987) . We do not focus on such fine-grain analysis here, but suggest two broader advantages of the SDT account: its psychophysical plausibility and its utility in describing data.
I. Ps ychoph ysical considerations
The model of Liberman et al. (1957) is a "low-threshold" model of the class later proposed explicitly by Luce ( 1963a) ; it differs only in assuming the absence of response bias (Macmillan et al., 1977) . In threshold theories, discrimination decisions are based on discrete intervening events--in this case, the phonetic categories to which each stimulus is covertly assigned.
In fact, the very use of proportion correct is now seen to have threshold implications (Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988; Macmillan and Kaplan, 1985; Swets, 1986a) . Thus the common assumption that data expressed as proportion correct are less theory bound than those expressed by d' is incorrect. Any measure of sensitivity is consistent with a decision process in which underlying distributions overlap on a decision axis. The use of d' implies that these distributions are normal; the use of proportion correct implies that they are discrete (or uniform ). Data in the form of ROC curves support normal distributions for a wide variety of perceptual and cognitive continua (Swets, 1986b) .
The treatment of identification data raises a similar issue. When the response to a stimulus in identification is summarized by its average ratingsthe mean category scale (Lute and Galanter, 1963 )•the ratings are assumed interval scaled; in addition, sensitivity and bias cannot be separated. The latter problem is also present if ratings are not used.
Considerations of utility
The psychophysical disadvantages of threshold theory can be significant, but are minimal in the important special case of unbiased responding. In many discrimination designs popular in speech research •(e.g., same-ciifferent and ABX), response bias tends to be large, but in the 2IFC procedure used (for the most part) here it does not. With care, the distorting consequences of using threshold measures can be held in check. More important is the limited utility of such measures. Our detection-theory model offers at least three practical advantages: a dependent variable (d') with distance-measure characteristics; a rr10re explicit connection with important •xperimental variables; and an account of memory processes that is both more general and more de- A PDP12 computer played the digitally stored waveforms through a D/A converter at a sampling rate of 10 kHz. The waveforms were then low-pass filtered at 4.5 kHz, attenuated, and presented at roughly 70 dB SPL through the fight earphone of headphones to subjects sitting in a sound-treated room.
B. Design
Two subexperiments were conducted with these stimuli. In experiment iA, identification without a standard and fixed 2IFC discrimination were measured with the full set of 13 stimulus values. In experiment IB, stimuli 1-7 were used in a wider range of tasks: identification without a standard, identification with a standard (at stimuli 1, 4, and 7), and both fixed and roving discrimination. Discrimination performance was measured using both 2IFC and same-different paradigms. Table II In the discrimination paradigms, two sounds separated by 400 ms were presented; the listener had 2200 ms to respond by pressing a key on a response box, after which correct-response feedback was presented visually. Discrimination was measured for adjacent stimuli on the continuum.
In identification without a standard, one stimulus was played on each trial, and the subject had 2750 ms to identify it by pressing the button labeled with its stimulus number on the response box. In identification with a standard, the standard was presented 750 ms before the random stimulus. The number corresponding to the correct response was displayed as feedback. g. Experiment structure
Experiment IA was conducted in 22 two-h sessions, the first 6 of which were practice. A session contained only one of the five possible tasks (identification with stimuli 1-13, 1- In threshold analyses, discrimination data are commonly presented in terms of proportion correct; identification data are presented as the proportion of trials on which one of the (phonetic) responses was used. To present the data in this way, we would need to reduce the 13 possible identification responses to three: for example, responses 1-4 might be considered/i/; responses 5-9,/t/; and responses 10-13,/e/. Then the proportion of/i/,/t/, and/e/identifications could be plotted across the range. When such an analysis is performed, the data look very much like those of previous investigators. However, because we never asked our subjects to label stimuli phonetically, • any response partition is arbitrary, and the data cannot be used to estimate a "category boundary." Accordingly, we do not usually present the data in this form, but instead plot sensitivity (or bias), which can be estimated from all paradigms. Identification with a standard is a special case, because the differences in responding across conditions do not strongly depend on the response partition chosen; in these conditions, data are analyzed in both proportion and SDT terms. Figure 1 shows the sensitivity pattern for identification and discrimination. Responses to stimuli of different fundamental frequencies were pooled because no significant differences were found among them. In identification, the same pattern of sensitivity was found for all values ofF0. In roving discrimination, there was no difference between sensitivity when the two sounds had the same or different values ofF0.
F. Results of experiment IA
In fixed discrimination, sensitivity was slightly (10%) but insignificantly greater when the same F0 was used (see Goldberg, 1986 , for details).
There is a local minimum between stimuli 2 and 3; we argue in Sec. II H that this may reflect uneven physical spacing. There are no strong peaks in fixed discrimination, just a gradually increasing basic sensitivity across the range. Identification data do show peaks, for discriminating stimuli 4 vs The apparent shifts in peak performance between halfrange and full-range identification are a surprise. Because the variable plotted is sensitivity, not proportion identified, the effect is not the same as the "range effect" described by Rosen (1979 We used two discrimination paradigms: 2IFC is often used in psychoacoustics; same-different is often used in speech perception. The same statistic d' can be estimated from both paradigms; do the two conditions lead to the same value of sensitivity?
On ed the spacing of our stimuli according to the model of Miller and Chang (1986), which states that perceptual distances between vowels 'can be measured as the vector sum of the logarithms of formant frequency ratios. The distances be-. tween our stimuli, shown in Table I Four tokens of each stimulus were produced by varying average F0 from 100 to 130 Hz in 10-Hz steps. As in experiment I, stimulus level was varied over a 10-dB range. The stimuli were stored digitally and played by a PDP12 computer at roughly 65 dB SPL. Roving 2IFC discrim 1-9 1768 221
Place of articulation continuum
Thirteen stimuli ranging from /ba/ (stimulus 1) to /da/(stimulus 7) to/ga/ (stimulus 13) were synthesized using Klatt 
B. Design
Two subexperiments were conducted, one with the VaT stimulus series, the other with the place series. In experiment IIA, identification without a standard, identification with a standard (at stimuli 1, 5, and 9), fixed 2IFC discrimination, and roving 2IFC discrimination were measured on the VaT continuum. In experiment IIB, the place continuum was investigated using all of these tasks except identification with a standard. Table IV lists the conditions comprising each experiment, and the approximate number of trials for each condition and stimulus comparison.
C. Subjects
One male and three female native English speaking MIT students, with no known hearing defects, served as subjects in experiment IIA. Three were undergraduates, who had never before participated in auditory experiments and who were paid for their participation. The fourth subject was one of the authors (RFG), an experienced listener. Two days a week the subjects participated in this experiment; another 2 days a week they participated in an experiment involving nonspeech stimuli.
One male and two female native English speaking MIT undergraduates, with no known hearing defects, served as subjects in experiment IIB. Two were paid, naive listeners; the third was an experimenter. The identification paradigms were identical to those described in experiment I. In experiment IIB, discrimination was measured for stimuli two steps apart on the continuum, rather than one; in other respects, discrimination paradigms were also as in experiment I.
The subjects practiced the different tasks for a total of 8 hours before beginning the experiment, which was conducted in 2-h sessions over 8 weeks. Forty to fifty trials were included in each experimental block, and a session consisted of two blocks each of two types of fixed discrimination, four blocks of roving discrimination and three or four blocks each of two identification tasks. The order of the paradigms was varied haphazardly across sessions. Roving 2IFC discrim 6.47
As with vowels, the effects of standards on identification can be divided into sensitivity and bias changes. The effects on sensitivity, displayed in Fig. 11 , are small and appear to be restricted to the region around the category boundary ( 15-21 ms). Figure 12 shows that criteria shift towards a standard, thus increasing the proportion of responses away from it. Criterion shifts are smaller than observed for vowels (cf. Fig. 7 ).
Token effects
There is a possible interaction between fundamental frequency and voicing perception that could have influenced Thus one might expect the stimuli having tokens corresponding to the lower F0's to be perceived more as/ba/, and those having tokens corresponding to the higher F0's to be perceived more as/pa/. In our identification experiments, we observed no such effect, although our ability to discern this interaction was limited by the small number of trials per token per subject (25-45). In discrimination, performance with different tokens was slightly better than with the same tokens.
F. Results of experiment lib
For the/ba/-/da/-/ga/continuum, the pattern of sensitivity measured by the three paradigms is similar, with peak performance near the category boundaries (Fig. 13) .
The ordering of overall performance (see Table V Previous data also differ in the way the independent variable is reported; we plot each point at the value of VOT halfway between the two stimuli being discriminated. It is worth describing the exact calculations. In replotting our own data from Considering these three studies--two showing monotonic patterns and one showing a peak--there is clearly no inconsistency. Our study, by measuring sensitivity densely across the appropriate range, reveals a peak that the others have missed. The absolute levels of performance in the three studies are quite similar. All these data are consistent with the conclusion that there is a VOT peak in basic sensitivity, af about 15 ms. The remaining discrepancies among the discrimination patterns may be due to differences in the stimuli (labial versus velar, and details of stimulus generation):
The picture is clouded somewhat by a fourth study, that of Rosner (1984) . He conducted three fixed (as opposed to roving) experiments on an alveolar continuum with the same subjects, an ABX study and two same-different experiments (ISI = 1 and 4 s). All paradigms were of the variablestandard type, and the Kaplan et al. (1978) tables were therefore used to calculate d '. We plot the same-different, 1-s ISI data because: ( 1 ) performance was best in that condition, and we are attempting to determine optimal sensitivity, and (2) same-different data were collected after ABX, and thus come from more experienced subjects. [ 
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Our primary conclusions about the perceptual processing of the vowel and consonant continua used here have already been stated. In this discussion, we relate our findings on basic sensitivity, context coding, and the effects of standards to other work that is similar either in methodology or in interpretation. At several points, we consider our data in relation to results from analogous experiments using a nonspeech continuum, auditory intensity. Finally, we address a broader issue, the implications of the data for the categorical perception hypothesis.
A. Basic sensitivity
Other criteria for identifying sensory effects
The problem of distinguishing sensory from cognitive effects is an old one in speech research. Two influential approaches have compared adult human performance with that of other subjects, and data for speech sounds with data for nonspeech.
The two main subject comparison groups used as controls for adult human observers are infants and animals (see Kuhl, 1987 , for a recent summary). Much animal speech perception research relies on the premise that, if animals show the same behavioral pattern of discrimination as humans, then the processes involved cannot be unique to speech, and the data should be taken to describe basic sensitivity. Similar infant and adult data are used sometimes to support a similar argument, sometimes to attribute speech processing to infants. These interpretations generally neglect memory processes that can, as we have argued, significantly affect the pattern of sensitivity. It is difficult to take such processes into account, however, for lack of appropriate experimental comparisons. Performance is usually measured in only one paradigm; in infants, for example, identification has proved near-impossible to assess (Macmillan, 1985) . Practical considerations, especially with infants, preclude the training necessary to guarantee that best performance has been reached, so it is difficult to know whether discrimination data should be viewed as fixed or roving, and whether discrimination peaks should be attributed to high basic sensitivity or perceptual anchors.
In the stimulus-oriented approach, the pattern of resolution on a speech continuum is compared with that on a nonspeech dimension that resembles it. Thus Miller et a!.'s (1976) noise-buzz stimuli and Pisoni's (1977) "temporalonset-time" continuum are both intended to mimic VOT. If similar discrimination patterns are observed, then both sets of data are assumed to result from a general auditory process not specific to speech.
Like animal and infant studies, nonspeech experiments have not compared experimental conditions to the degree that would be helpful, a situation that would not be difficult to rectify. Absent such comparisons, research in this tradition cannot be used to make inferences about basic resolution. These stimulus sets do, however, provide an entry point to psychoacoustic studies of speech, in which aspects of complex stimuli are systematically varied. This approach will be most successful, according to our model, if the designs employed involve only sensory variability.
Explaining patterns of basic resolution
Fixed discrimination data in the present experiments display peaks for two consonantal continua, but not for a vowel dimension. According to our model, basic sensitivity also follows these patterns. In assessing the role of memory, we use these patterns as a baseline. An important remaining difference between intensity and vowels (or consonants) is the maximumjnd range available. The comparisons in the previous paragraph are with relatively small intensity ranges (less than 20 dB). The magnitude of anchor effects in intensity experiments depends heavily on the range (Braida et al., 1984) . In particular, large sensitivity improvements near anchors in context-coding tasks are greatest for the largest stimulus range ( 54 dB). Direct application of the theory to our speech sounds, therefore, leads us to expect only small anchor effects. By the standard of intensity research, the two-to-one differences shown in Fig. 15 are surprisingly large.
Anchor locations
According to our theory, some stimuli along a dimension play a special role in providing a reference point that is used in context coding other stimuli. The location of these anchors is not specified by the theory, but can be determined by comparing identification and fixed discrimination data. The analysis shows that anchors on the vowel continuum lie approximately at category boundaries, while consonant anchors coincide approximately with prototypes (or, for twocategory dimensions, endpoints).
Both category boundaries and prototypes have been assigned central roles by previous writers, although the exact hypothesized characteristics of these stimuli have varied in different treatments. Two points of view that stress the importance of the boundary are the common-factor theory of Pastore et al. (1977) and models based on Helson's (1964) adaptation-level theory (e.g., Diehl et al., 1980; Wilson, 1987) . Evidence for the importance of prototypes has been adduced from selective adaptation experiments by Samuel ( 1982; see also Miller et al., 1983) , and from cue-integration studies by Massaro ( 1987; Oden and Massaro, 1978) .
If, as our data suggest, the best-remembered stimuli are near the category boundaries for some continua, but near prototypes or endpoints for others, then any debate about which type of stimulus plays the more central role must be couched in terms of specific stimulus continua. The intelligent listener presumably uses the most stable points as references. On the intensity continuum, there is almost no possibility except the endpoints. On speech dimensions, the choice appears to depend on very specific aspects of the continuum being sampled.
Is context memory phonetic? Long-term?
To perceive speech, the listener must ultimately translate the incoming auditory information into linguistic entities (phonemes, syllables, and/or words). The highest-level constructs of the present model are perceptual anchors. What is the relation between the context coding we have inferred and phonetic coding? Phonetic identification differs from the task performed by our listeners in two ways: Fewer categories are used, and those that are used are stored for a long time. Many writers (e.g., Schouten, 1987) have stressed the importance of "long-term" memory in speech perception. Whether our postulated context-coding process could lead to such relatively permanent perceptual changes is uncertain.
The difference in the number of categories may result from an important limitation of the present experiments, the use of a single acoustic dimension. Consider the identification task we used: Each stimulus corresponded to its own response, and listeners were generally able to use more than two responses reliably (that is, the total d' measured in identification was more than 2). These identifications are obviously not the same as phonetic labeling. But, if the stimulus space were multidimensional (and therefore more realistic), the number of categories on each dimension that could be reliably labeled might decrease substantially. At least that was the result of Pollack and Ficks (1954) , who manipulated the number of dimensions of their nonspeech auditory stimuli from one to six. Total information transmitted rose with dimensionality; but information transmitted on a single dimension fell, from over two bits [ corresponding to Miller's (1956 ) "magical number"] to one bit.
C. Effects of standards
In our experiments, the presentation of a standard stimulus in identification produced a change in response bias. The response criterion moved in the direction of the standard, so that more responses from other regions of the continuum were given. In addition, there were sometimes small improvements in sensitivity in the region of the standard.
Experiments very much like these have been performed in recent years by Diehl Repp, 1984 , for a review). We have resisted characterizing our continua as "categorical" or "noncategorical" because the term combines into one entity phenomena that are, according to our model and our data, quite different.
Categorical perception has always implied at least two things: a peak in discrimination near a category boundary, and an equivalence between identification and discrimination. But each of these possible results consists in turn of two alternatives, depending on the type of discrimination task used.
If the discrimination peak is to be found in fixed paradigms, then our consonant continua are categorical but vowel continuum is not. If roving paradigms are considered, then all continua have this property. One could, of course, arbitrarily define one or the other paradigm as the correct one to use in assessing the phenomenon, but an explanation of why the two tasks differ is then needed. If no such decision is made, then the category boundary effect is no longer a characteristic of a continuum, but of a continuum combined with a discrimination procedure.
Evaluating discrimination/identification equivalence similarly requires deciding whether it is a fixed or a roving discrimination to which identification should be compared. The former is essentially the definition proposed by Macmillan et al. (1977) ; in terms of the present model, this amounts to the assertion that context variance is zero. By this definition, no continuum considered here (or, we suspect, anywhere else) is categorical. But roving discrimination equals identification whenever the trace mode is ineffective, a condition satisfied for both our consonant continua, but not for vowels.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF STANDARD ERRORS
The standard errors used in plotting the figure reflect both the number of trials per subject and the number of subjects. For a single subject in a discrimination task, the variance of d' has been shown by Gourevitch and Galanter (1967) • All subjects reported hearing the sounds (in both experiments) as speech.
In one pilot experiment, sounds were neutrally described as "computer generated"; subjects nonetheless heard them as speech sounds. 2An earlier analysis of these results (Macmillan et al., 1987, Fig. 3 ) was based on a preliminary presentation of the data. We misunderstood the experimental paradigm, and underestimated d' by a factor of 2. Because of the small number of data points measured (in this condition) by KewleyPort et al. (1988), however, this error affects the compatibility of the study with others only slightly.
